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Campus
Briefs
The Gabel Pool located in the
Student Recreation Building will be
closed during semester break, Sunday, April 27, through Sunday, May
4. Spring semester hours will be
Monday through Friday from noon
to 1 p.m. and will be open to WMU
faculty, staff and students.
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It is important that University
employees keep insurance records
up to date, in order to be sure the
policies list the correct beneficiaries
and dependents. If you are not sure
what coverages you carry, or what
your insurance records show, you
may call the benefits section of the
Personnel Department for verification, (3-1650).
As of May 8, all users' files not
accessed since March 8 will be
transferred to magnetic tape and
purged from the disk system. The
access date is updated by reading,
updating or running the file.
In order to recover a file purged
from the disk, a user must request
that it be reinstated through the
PLEASE command or a written
notice to the manager of Computer
Center operations. To check the
access date of a file, use the SLOW
option of the DIRECT command:
DIRECT /SLOW.

Carter Fellowship
To Janice Stroman
Mrs. Janice Stroman, a graduate
student from Portage, has been
awarded the Homer L. J. Carter
Fellowship for the 1975-76 academic year at WMU.
The $500 stipend goes to a graduate student studying teaching of
reading. Mrs. Stroman is the third
recipient of the fellowship.
It is named for the late Homer
L. J. Carter who served as director
of WMU's Reading Center and
Clinic for 32 years until retirement
in 1964.

Computer C-elller
Has New Program
SPEAKEASY-3, a higher level
language that is capable of doing
most of the operations done by the
APL language, was developed by
Stan Cohen and his staff at the Argonne National Laboratory in Ill.
A version of SPEAKEASY-3 has
been modified and implemented on
the PDP-10 time-sharing computer
here at Western under the name of
SPEAKZ by Russell Barr of the
Computer Center staff. A major
feature of SPEAKEASY-3 is to provide the user the ability to formulate complex problems with a minimum of algebraic knOWledge, explained Jack R. Meagher, director
of the WMU Computer Center.
The
SPEAKEASY-3
manual
(ANL-8000) is available at the Physical Science Library and in the
Business Library. The Computer
Center has available for users a
documentation on SPEAKEASY-3
(no. 1.1.8). For further information,
call Barr at the Computer Center,
3-0095.

Inauguration,
To Observe
Summer Hours
WMU will adjust its work day
schedule to observe summer hours
for the months of June, July and
August, according to an announcement by Robert B. Wetnight, vice
president for finance.
"After carefully assessing the results of last year's experiment in
extended summer hours, evaluating
the often-conflicting preferences of
Western's personnel, and weighing
the overall needs of the University,
we have decided that beginning this
year and in ensuing years Western
will follow a summer hours schedule of 7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and
12:15 p.m. to 4:15 p.m., effective
the first working day in June
through the last working day in
August," he said.
As stated previously, special
groups, especially those covered by
contracts or th~ University police
may have different shift times. However, all offices and regular operations will follow this new summer
houts schedule.
Wetnight stressed that this announcement of a summer hours
schedule does not effect the implementation of a new work schedule
for the other nine months of the
year; that is, effective Monday,
April 28, the regular work day will
be 7:45 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. and 12:45
p.m. to 4:45 p.m. This change has
the work day starting and ending
15 minutes earlier than what is presently in. effect.

Reish Heads
P .B.I(. Group

The WMU Phi Beta Kappa
Group has elected Dr. Joseph G.
Reish, assistant professor of French
in the department of modern and
classical lauguages, as its new president for the coming academic year.
Dr. John W. Petro, professor of
mathematics, is president-elect and
Elizabeth Giedeman, associate professor, department of modern and
classical languages, is the new secretary.
,
Some 90 WMU faculty members
belong to Western's Phi Beta Kappa Group, which has a 250-page application for full membership in Phi
Beta Kappa awaiting action by the
national organization of the prestigious liberal arts and sciences honor society. Action on WMU's application is expected at the December
1976 meeting of the national body,
according to Reish.
Consequently, the WMU group
has no official status at this time
other than to document the application seeking designation as a Phi
Beta Kappa chapter. The WMU
group was established in 1969 expressly to seek full Phi Beta Kappa
membership for Western.
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Commencement Saturday
(

Dr. John T. Bernhard will be
inaugurated as the fifth president
of WMU as part of commencement
exercises at 2 p.m. Saturday, April
26, here in Read Fieldhouse.
Approximately 300 graduate and
1,439 undergraduate degrees will
be conferred by President Bernhard.
Robert D. Caine of Hickory
Corners, chainnan of the WMU
Board of Trustees, will preside at
the inaugural investiture. He will
present the Board's charge to
Bernhard; the new president will
then respond.
A medallion, henceforth to be
used as the symbol of the University's office of the presidency,
will be unveiled at the inauguration/ commencement
ceremonies.
The Board of Trustees commission-

John T. Bernhard

Trustees Meet
Here Friday
Western's Board of Trustees is
expected to act upon proposed
room and board rate increases and
a tuition increase for out-of-state
students at its monthly meeting at
1:45 p.m. Friday, April 25, here
in the University Student Center.
The Board, in accordance with
its established practice concerning
proposed fee increases, tabled both
proposals at its March 21 meeting.
The proposed room and board
rate increase is $50 per semester;
that would bring the per semester
total to $690 "which is still one of
the lowest rates in the state," according to Robert B. Wetnight,
WMU vice president for finance.
Other rate hikes for room only and
rental fees for University apartments also have been proposed.
Wetnight explained last month
that the proposed $7 per credit
hour tuition increase for non-resident students is necessitated to
comply with Section 7 of the Public Act 227 of 1974 which requires
that non-resident students pay at
least 75 per cent of the total instructional cost.
Academic and non-academic personnel reports also are on the
agenda for the Board meeting.

ed two art department faculty members, Robert P. Johnston and Paul
Mergen, to produce the medallion.
It was designed by Associate Professor Johnston; its chain was designed and executed by Assistant
Professor Mergen. The castings
were made by Dwayne Lowder, associate professor of art; Arden
Pridgeon, associate professor of
industrial engineering; and WMU
students.
Music will be provided by the
University Symphonic Band, conducted by Carl Bjerregaard. Invocation and benediction will be given
by the Rev. Mabry Gardner, minister,
Galilee Baptist
Church,
Kalamazoo.
The entire program will be broadcast live on the University's FM
radio station, WMUK (102.1).
Bernhard came to WMU in September, 1974, after having served
six years as president of Western
Illinois University at Macomb. He
succeeded Dr. Myron L. Coulter,
who served as Western's chief executive officer for the six month
interim period from the retirement
of Dr. James W. Miller to the arrival of Bernhard. Miller was
WMU president from 1961-74.
Dr. Paul V. SangI·en was president from 1936-60. Western's first
president was Dr. Dwight B. Waldo.
he served from 1904-36. WMU
has had two acting presidents, Dr.
William McCracken and Dr. Gerald
Osborn served in that capacity from
1922-23 and in 1960, respectively.
Dr. Russell H. Seibert, emeritus
vice president for academic affairs
and professor of history, is chairman of the inaugural committee
that was appointed by the Board
of Trustees. He noted that no honorary degrees will be awarded at
the April commencement because
it would detract from the importance of the inaugnration itself and
make the total commencement ceremony too long.
Other members of the inaugural
committee are: Coulter, now vice
president for administration; Dr.
Julius Franks, Jr., Grand Rapids,
trustee; Marlon Gerould, president,
Administrative Professional Association aJ?d director, of foreign student affaIrs; Dr. Laurel Grotzinger,
president of the Faculty Senate
and professor of librarianship; Mrs.
Mildred L. Johnson, Muskegon,
trustee; Ms. Judy Layne., Associated Student Governmen't vice
president for academic affairs; and
Dr. John E. Sandberg, dean, College of Education .

Bassett ·T0 Head
Michigan Group

Thomas A. Bassett, foreign student advisor in Western's office of
Foreign Student Affairs, was recently elected 1975-76 chairpersonelect of the Michigan Association
of Foreign Stu den t Affairs
(MAFSA).
As chairperson-elect
he will
serve as program chairperson for
the 1976 MAFSA annual conference. During that conference Bassett will become MAFSA chairperson for 1976-77.
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Medieval Conference Here May 4-7
Children of the Middle Ages, deviant behavior and a greater emphasis on art are just some of the
new directions to be examined by
some 1,000 medieval scholars from
around the world May 4-7 here at
WMU's 10th Conference on Medieval Studies.
Africa will be represented for the
first time with four scholars from
there among the participants. It is
traditionally the largest medieval
conference held anywhere, attracting five times as many persons as
the next largest, according to Dr.
John Sommerfeldt, professor of history and director of the WMU
Medieval
Institute,
conference
sponsor.
This year there will be 132 sessions, 15 more than last year, as
the conference continue~ to grow in
scope. All speaker sessions will be
held in Goldsworth Valley Residence Hall Complex II and III.
Sommerfeldt notes that in addition to the first-time representation
of Africa by four persons (two from
Libya and one each from Egypt and
South Africa), upwards of 25 medieval scholars are expected from
Europe.
One of the latter will be Dr.
Jean Leclercq of Clervaux, Luxembourg, and Rome, Italy, where he is
a professor at the Gregorian University and also at the College of
St. Anselm. Dr. Leclercq, who received an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree from WMU
last year at the conference, will present a general address to the conference at 9 a.m" May 6, in Goldsworth Valley II dining room on
"Bernard of Clairvaux and the Language of Love." He is an adjunct
professor of medieval studies at
WMU.
The first general address will be
made at 9 a.m., May 5, by Ilene H.
Forsyth of the University of Michigan on "Children in Medieval Art,"
also in the Goldsworth Valley II
dining room.
One of the "new directions" of
the conference, says Sommerfeldt;
"is a great deal on children in the
middle ages, with at least six sessions to be devoted to this subject
matter." He said no one in the past
bad spoken exclusively about children in the middle ages.
Another new subject, he points
out, is deviant behavior, with two
sessions on this. And art will be
greatly emphasized, with 11 sessions on medieval art, compared to
two or three in the past. Sommerfeldt notes that sessions on psychoanalysis and psychohistory will also
be offered for the first time.
In conjunction with the medieval
c'onference at WMU there will also
be concurrent meetings of the Fifth
Cistercian Conference, the North
American Patristics Society, the International Center of Medieval Art,
the Academy of Research Historians of Medieval Spain, and the Canadian Committee of Byzantine
Studies.
A number of free public special
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events will be held during the con·
ference. At 1 p.m., Sunday, May 4,
the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc., will hold a jousting tournament near the Goldsworth Valley pond including demonstrations
of personal combat with wooden
swords, cudgels and other weapons
between "knights" wearing homemade "armor" of sorts. These combat tournaments
sometimes get
quite exciting.
Also at 1 p.m., the Northwoods
Mummer Guild will present a
medieval play in the lounge of

Goldsworth Valley Complex III, the
same tlme that an arts and crafts
fair is scheduled to begin in Goldsworth Valley near the pond.
At 8 p.m., May 4, the Collegium
Musicum of WMU, directed by Dr.
Joan A. Boucher, assistant professor of music, will present a "Program of Medieval and Renaissance
Music" in the Goldsworth Valley
II dining room.
Also at 8 p.m., May 4, a medieval
dance class will be held in the
lounge of Goldsworth Valley II.
At 9:30 p.m., May 6, in the Uni-

Student Telephone Talkathon Sets
World Record, Helps Burn Center
WMU students were planning to
"hang up" their world's record
length telephone talkathon upon
reaching the 1,000 hour mark at 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The 100 students taking part
from Bigelow Hall, a men's residence, and Henry Hall, a women's
residence, broke the old world's
mark of 724 hOllrs on Saturday,
April 12. That previous record, held
by Morehead State University, was
listed in the Guinness Book of
World Records.
Thomas Weidman, a WMU fresh- •
man from Royal Oak, is the unofficial leader of the talkathon which
he organized and began March 12.
He admits that this week, with its
final examinations, has been the
toughest one to fill the one hour
shifts at either end of the phone
line between Bigelow and Henry
Halls.
And the talking is not just for
talking. Weidman says the talkathon has raised nearly $500 for do·
nation to the Kalamazoo Burn Center at Bronson Methodist Hospital.
Another $100, has been pledged,
he said. But Weidman hopes for
much more.
Pledges to aid the Burn Center
may be made to the Bigelow-Henry
. Talkathon, Box 4-A, Bigelow Hall,
WMU, Kalamazoo, 49008.
Weidman notes that a number of
guys and gals who are enrolled in
the same classes used the phone
line to study together for their exams, going over class notes to their
mutual benefit. He said most of the
students just talked off the top
of th~ir heads about virtually every
subject and they really got to kn@w
'most of the members of the opposite sex involved in the talkathon.
In fact, said Weidman, about a
half dozen couples have started dating. He said the cost of installing
and paying charges for the corridor
phones in the fourth floor wing-s
of each dormitory were borne bv
the Men's Union Board at WMU
and the Kalamazoo .Firefighters Local 394.
The conversations were usually
set up on a staggered basis by a
half hour so a student got to talk to
two people at the other end. Some
. students took two-hour shifts and
one reportedly talked all night over
the weekend to keep the record
intact.

Commencement
Note to Faculty

Faculty who are marching in the
commencement processional should
assemble In the second floor hall of
the Gary Center at 1:30 p.m. Wraps
may be left in Room 224 of the Gary
Center, where you may don your
regalia.

versity Student Center west ballroom, a group from the Institute
for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, City University of New York,'
will perform a medieval concert on
"Season, Sex and Sense."
In addition, a book display will
be held in the Goldsworth Valley
II lounge throughout the conference and also feature examples of
medieval weaving, musical instruments, brass rubbings, and the making of bread, paper and dolls in
medieval times.
Six WMU faculty will be speakers
during the conference and seven
will chair individual sessions.
Speaking will be Dr. Otto GrundleI', professor of religion; Sommerfeldt; Dr. Clifford Davidson, associate professor of English; Dr.
James P. Zappen, professor of business education and administrative
services; and Dr. George Beech,
professor of history.
Chairing sessions will be Paule
Hammack, assistant professor of
modern and classical languages;
Beatrice Beech, assistant professor
and humanities librarian; Dr. E.
Rozanne Elder, director, Institute of
Cistercian Studies; Dr. Robert Palmatier, chairman, linguistics department; Dr. Guntram Bischoff, associate professor of religion; Dr. Ernst
Breisch, chairman, history department; and Dr. Grundler.

Western News
Changes Format
Thomas Weidman

Publish Article,
Co-Author Paper
Linda Harrison, instructor
of
geology, is the author of an article,
entitled "For CrO-Magnon Woman
--in Eclipse," in the April issue of
The Science Teacher.
She recently returned from Dallas, Tex., where a paper she coauthored was presented to the annual meetings of The American Association of Petroleum Geologists
and Society of Economic Paleontogists and Mineralogists. It was entitled "Stratigraphy, Petrology and
Paleontology of Several Holocene
,Rio Grflnde Delta Distributory Systems in Cameron County, Texas."
Another article, written by her,
was published in the January, 1975,
issue of Science and Children.

Two on Reading
Conference Program
Dr. Dorothy J. McGinnis, professor of teacher education and director of Western's Reading Center
and Clinic, and Betty L. Hagberg,
assistant professor at the center,
made three presentations at a recent joint secondary reading conference in Kankakee, Ill.
Their presentation demonstrated
how social studies teachers can improve the reading-study skills of
their students
through
regular
course work. Emphasis is placed on
how to develop a social studies vocabulary, how to generate purposeful reading by the manner in, which
assignments are made, and how to
equip students with better techniques for mastering social studies·
concepts.

Toe Western News will continue
to be published weekly during the
spring and summer sessions, but
not in the tabloid newspaper format.
A newsletter format will be used;
it will be distributed every Thursday
morning that classes are in session.
Deadline for submission of copy to
the University Information Office,
3020 Administration
Building, or
the News and Publications Office,
Knollwood Building, will be 5 p.m.
Monday.
The next issue of the Western
News will be distributed May 8.

Health Center
To Remain Open
The University Health Center will
be open from 7:45 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.
Monday through Friday during the
semester break, April 28-May 4.
Nursing services will be provided
as in the past and a physician will
be on duty from 2-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday during the recess.
The Health Center will open for
the spring session at 4 p.m. Sunday,
May 4.

Join Editorial Board

The scholarly journal "Mediaevalia" has named Dr. Clifford O.
Davidson, associate professor of
English, to its editorial board. The
periodical is edited and published
by the faculty of medieval studies
at the State University of New
York, Binghamton.
Davidson is the author of more
than three dozen articles and a book
on Shakespeare's play "Macbeth."
He has been one of the editors of
"Comparative Drama," an international scholarly journal published
at WMU, since it began in 1966. He
recently served as editor of a special issue of the journal.
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Dr. Grotzinger Gives Final Address
As Outgoing Faculty Senate President
Following are excerpts from a
report presented by Dr. Laurel A.
Grotzinger at the annual Faculty
Senate diner meeting April 17 as
outgoing Senate president.
"This is, if calculations and memories of dinners can be counted, the
18th year and presumably, the 18th
annual dinner of the Senate. Significantly then, this evening concludes
the year in which the Senate comesof-age.
"Each year, at approximately this
time, the members of the past Senate, the elected members of the
coming Senate, and all who held
leadership roles during the past
year are honored at this dinner.
Traditionally, we salute the chairpeople of the Councils and the committees who have spent innumerable hours in, as our Preamble to
the Senate Constitution describes
it, 'the development of principles,
policies, and programs which affect
the professional and personal welfare of the Faculty in the affairs of
the University [and] advise the
president in a wide range of University matters.' The areas considered by these Councils and committees are as diverse and comprehensive as a selected list of the names:
Educational Policies, Graduate Studies, Budget and Finance, Continuing Education, Research Policies,
Campus Planning, Fringe and Supportive Benefits Insurance and Retirement, Salary, Nominating Elections, Sabbatical Leave, Faculty
Relations, Professional
Concerns,
Grievance, Standards and Academic
Grading, Evaluation of Administrators, Student Services, Teaching Excellence, Athletic Board, Academic
Fairness, Part-time Faculty, University Parking, and on and on. Some
of these are peripheral and do not
report to the Senate, but the Senate's Councils and standing committees have, for 18 years, produced
what we so blithely call 'shared
goverance' or, by definition, a faculty jstaff/studentltrustee
partnership in the operation of the University. Tonight, and for the weeks to
come, all of this stands in jeopardy.
"Again, lest you linger too long
and interpret too far, let me turn to
the essence of my remarks this evening. A few weeks ago, in a letter
from an individual who, in contemporary phraseology, will be referred
to as a 'highplaced source in the
administration,'
there was a comment about 'all that the Senate has
contributed to the quality and progress of W.M.U.' The note concluded, 'this legacy will not be forgotten.' The word and its implications
caught my attention. What, indeed,
is the legacy of this Senate? What
does it bring to the University in
its 18th year? What, above all, must
we preserve? These are momentous
questions for those of us here tonight and for all of our colleagues
in this community of scholars. Let
me take the bit in my teeth, the
documents in hand, and identify at
least four areas which are part of
that inheritance.
"1) Con~tive responsibility: Anyone who speaks of the primary legacy of the Faculty Senate must
automatically turn first to the concept of collegiality or, as it is defined by one maker of dictionaries,
'the collective responsibility shared
by each individual engaged in any
given enterprise.'
Although that
word 'collective' may give some of
us pause, we are, I assume, agreed

that our enterprise is higher education in general and Western Michigan University in particular. Some
four years ago,' a president of this
Senate, David Adams, addressed the
question, -'What is a University?' He
ended his discussion by noting that
Western is 'challenged to provide a
new and viable vision of education,
to offer a new model of human exceUence in which thought and commitment are united in socially responsible action.' The clear implication of collegiality, of collective
responsibility, is that each of us is
accountable for the political and
educational leadership of Western
if that new and viable vision is to
come into existence. The record of
this Senate shows that it has, during
the past two years, dealt responsibly
and professionally with such significant issues as (l)'university governance, (2) academic standards, (3) gen-.
eral education, (4) faculty assessment through promotion and tenure, (5) academic advisement, (6) the
rights and status of women and
part-time faculty, (7) state-wide involvement in educational concerns
through the Association of Michigan
Collegiate Faculties, (8) faculty development through sabbatical leaves
and research support, (9) rights of
the human subject in research, (10)
faculty and staff benefits relative to
salary, insurance and supportive
concerns, (11) university budgetary
matters and program assessment,
(12) affirmative action, (13) special
contracts for continuing education
and even (14) selection and evaluation of administrators. In fact, as
we all know, our president and vice
president for academic affairs--constitutional and traditional members
of this- Senate--were
selected by
means specifically developed and
approved by this body. Moreover,
this brief summary is much like the
tip of an iceberg in its characterization of the 'collective responsibility'
of Western's Senate. Through its
six major Councils and its 10 standing committees, as well as its direct
and indirect input into dozens of
other University committees and
activities, this Senate, as past' President Philip Denenfeld wrote in
19116, 'contributes to a real sense of
cooperative enterprise between faculty and administration and minimizes the traditional conflict and
antagonism which can sap the life
of the University. It gives them
common cause, or where this already existed but covertly, it makes
manifest their common ends.' That,
gentle people, is a legacy which we
must preserve.
"2) The academic profession at
Western: 'The key element in the
academic process and in the aca·
demic community is the faculty.'
Another quotation but from John
Millett's classic essay, The Academic Community. (1962). As thethen president of Miami University
noted,
'The goal of the academic community is to provide an environment
of learning, not a product of learning ... There is no other justification for the existence of a college or
a university except to enable the
faculty to carry on its instructional
and research activities. Without a
faculty, higher education has no
reason for being. It is the faculty
which realizes or fails to realize the
basic objectives of each college or
university.'
"Although American higher edu-

cation has reached a crossroads in
this decade, there is little doubt in
most of our minds that our University has expanded its educational
goals to meet the increasingly wider range of both academic and vocational needs. To a great degree,
there has been consensus that our
academic community shall avoid the
temptation of hucksterism, shall not
resort to gimmicks, shall not sacrifice the good for the easy or the convenient. In a recent document, prepared as part of the application for
a Phi Beta Kappa chapter on this
campus, past Senate President Sam
Clark wrote, 'The mind or intellect
of the institution is almost entirely
in the hands of the faculty.' Such a
statement might not rest happily
with all here, but its corollary is a
clear and present danger. In a report to the National Conference on
Trusteeship, presented on April 20,
1974, Howard R. Bowen recalls his
30 years of involvement in higher
education and emphasized that . . .
'colleges and universities tend to
be incubators of anxiety for most
professionals who work in and for
them. 'Sicklied o'er with the pale
cas! of thought' is more than a
Shakespearean aphorism. It is an
endemic academic tendency which,
unless constantly fought and dispersed, casts a dark mist upon the
groves of academe . . , With new
tensions created by tight budgets,
internal governance struggles, and
affirmative action mandates, the
mist ·of the moment is all but ubiquitous.'
"Such a ubiquitous mist can endanger us all. The scholar's endeavor and his or her welfare is inextricably intertwined with the welfare of the community in which he
or she must function. This Senate,
through its selected and purposeful
mingling of the diverse elements of
the Western community, provides a
mechanism for that special professional relationship inherent to a
company of scholars. In his final
comments to this body two years
ago, President Clark urged that we
hold fast to the idea of value itself-that
inner dynamic of the institution, primarily a faculty phenomena, which insists that institutional quality be intensified.' That,
gentle people, is a second legacy
which we must preserve.
"3) Individualism and freedom ..
In another chapter of his essay,
Millett begins,' 'The basic unit in
the education process is the individual faculty member . . , Like the
lawyer and the doctor, the professor works alone.' If collective responsibility is the essence of .collegiality, the other side of the community of scholars lies in the chosen isolation of its membership.
Each faculty member largely determines his or her own fate and
sets th.e goals and the degree of
effort which he or she is willing to
give to the discipline. Although the
Senate has provided the medium by
which faculty can participate broadly in governance of the University,
it has been equally protective of
the necessity for the smallest organizational unit, the department,
to tailor and define its procedures
in a fashion which will recognize,
encourage, and reward individuality. In summing up her experiences
as President of this Senate, Jean
Lowrie commented, sOme 10 years
ago, that participation in the Senate had made her 'more aware than

ever of the democratic strength and
academIC freedom which we as a
faculty here at WMU may experience .. .'
That, gentle people, is the (third
legacy which we must preserve.
"4) Finally, the fourth and concludins:{ point. The concept is simple, that of involvement; the implications, immense. For some 18
years, the Senate has beeh the voice
by which talented, highly educated
and skilled individuals could bring
their talents, their education and
their skills into conjunction with
the problems and needs of the University as a whole. During the past
year, over 250 faculty have served
on one or more of the committees
or Councils connected with this
Senate. The results of their efforts
are as mixed as the activities, but
the overall record of cooperative
and effective participation in the
making of policy at Western can
not, whatever the rumors and misinformation, can not be faulted.
However, somewhere in these past
years and recent months, faculty
have lost their loyalty to Western,
to our institution. At its worst that
loyalty was misplaced, even ~audlin, but at its best, it brought a
security and a mutual trust which
was critical to the well-being of the
institution.
Now, as Howard R.
Bowen gravely comments,
. 'In a world in which the only responsible education is education for
contingency; when all the familiar
moral landmarks seem to. have
crumbled; when true feeling is
threatened by transient sensation'
when, in the haunting words of S~
Francis Bacon, 'My soul hath been
a ~tranger in the course of my pilgnmage;' a renewed concern with
improving the human resources
within our several institutions of
higher education might have enormous significance. For institutions
of higher education peopled by
brant human beings cO\l.ld, if we
give them a little time, turn the
decay we see all around us into the
nourishing mulch of some future
Spring awakening.'
I'That gentle people, is not a legacy to preserve, but a past, a present
and a future yet to be determined.
"It would be lax of me not to
pass on some finger post of wisdom
to incoming president James Casey
-along with the gavel, the keys to
the Senate office and the problems.
Once again, Lewis Carroll does not
fail to give the right guidance.
'Be what you would seem to be;
or, if you'd like it put more Simply
-Never imagine yourself not to be
otherwise than what it might appear to others than what you were
or might have been was not otherwise than what you had been would
have appeared to them to be otherwise.' "

n-

Jacobs To Give
Capstone Address
Dr. Alan H. Jacobs, professor and
chairman of the department of anthropology, WMU, is the capstone
speaker for a special program devoted to contemporary problems of
Africa and organized by the African
Studies Committee of De Pauw University, April 21-25. He will speak
on "Pastoralism and Economic Development in East Africa."
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Carnegie Recital Hall Concert
Culminates Brass Quintet Tour

Revise U.S.C., Walwood Hours
The University Student Center
and the Walwood Union snack bar
will operate under a revised schedule of open hours during spring
session, May 4-June 25, while the
Goldsworth Valley snack bar will
be closed.
The Walwood Union snack bar
will be open from 7 a.m.-l p.m.
Monday through Friday, and closed Saturday and Sunday.
The Student Center building and
counter will be open from 10 a.m.3 p.m. Sunday; 7 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursday; 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday; and 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday.
The public cafeteria in the Student Center will be open 'from
11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Sunday; Jl:15
a.m.-l:15 p.m. Monday-Friday; and
closed Saturday.
The snack bar will be open for
vending only from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sunday; and from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday. The snack bar grill will be
open from 7 a.m.-2:45 p.m. MondayFriday; and the vending area will
be open from 7 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Monday-Thursday, and from 7 a.m.-Q
p.m. Friday.
'

The Western Brass Quintet, fac- The music must be seen in its spaulty ensemble-in-residence
at the tial environment, as well as heard
WMU department of music, will in order to be fUlly appreciated.
'
culminate a tour of the Eastern
C. Curtis-Smith, also a faculty
United States with a May 1 per- member in the WMU department
formance in New York's Carnegie
of music, will be the pianist.
Recital Hall.
Since its formation in 1966, the
ensemble has performed extensively throughout the Midwest and
North Central United States. The
quintet specializes in concerts' for
college and university communities,
Twelve students recently were
with its repertoire drawn mainly honored for academic excellence
from literature of. the Baroque and in a special WMU history departcontemporary eras.
ment ceremony.
Members include: Donald Bullock , The James O. J{nauss award was
and Stephen Jones, trumpets; Neill given to James H. Gill, Jr., a HunSanders, horn; Russell Brown, trom- tington Woods senior. This annual
bone; and Robert Whaley, tuba.
award is given to the senior history
Four major works have been pro- major who has compiled the highgrammed for the Carnegie Recital
est career grade-point average in
Hall performance. The "Suite of history courses.
Dances" from music by Johann
Dr. Knauss was on WMU's faculPezel represents some of the earli- ty 30 years and headed the history
est music ever written for winds. department 11 years. He retired in
Two contemporary works also to be 1956, 14 years before his death.
performed include the "Quintet for Knauss Hall, a complex of lecture
halls at Western, is named for him.
Brass Instruments" by Alvin Etler
and Michele Leclerc's "Par Monts
The Smith Burnham award was
Offer Cardiovascular,
et par Vaux."
presented to Anne C. Halliwell, a
junior from Kalamazoo. This annual
The final composition, "Masques"
VD Health Ed. Courses
for brass quintet and piano was com- award goes to the junior history
Two health education courses,
major who has the highest career
posed by WMU faculty member
one on "Cardiovascular
Health"
Ramon Zupko. "Masques" estab· grade point average in history
and
tht'l
other
entitled
"VD
EdQcacourses.
-lishes a relationship to its 16th cention,"
will
begin
here
May
6 and
Smith Burnham served as head
tury counterpart by the directed
continue through June 10.
from
movements of the performers on of the history department
Registration for these courses'
1919 until his retirement in 1939.
stage, as well as by their costume
should be made at WMU's Division
which creates a uniform group of He died in 1947. A WMU residence
of Continuing Education. The' regishall is named for him. .
people, such as vaudeville minstrels.
tration deadline is April 25.
In addition to these prestigious
The inclusion of theatrical elements
Offered by the women's physical
awards, 10 seniors from Michigan,
in music is a conscious direction
education
department, in coopera1
with outstanding academic records
ta .cen by Zupko in order to enhance
tion
with
the
WMU Continuing Edin
history
~ourses
this
school
year,
t~,e live presentation of music, as
ucation
Division,
the evening coursalso were CIted. They are:
f pposed to recorded performances.
Rolf M. Grandstaff, Battle Creek; es are held on Tuesdays. Both offer
one hour of academic credit and
Robert P. Stoddard, Coloma; Cheryl
A. Tenbrink, Fremont; Denise M. meet in 2210 Sangren Hall.
Roosien, Grand Haven; James E.
Myers, Grand Rapids; William H.
Gokee, Harbor Springs; Jane E.
Nusbaumer, Constance S. Obreiter
Herman Randle of Muskegon
New members of the WMU FacHeights, one of the top high school and John A. Reimanis, Kalamazoo;
ulty Senate Executive Board, Senate
basketball guards in the state of and David T. Elias, St. Clair
Counc~ls, and representatives,
the
Michigan, has signed a national let- Shores.
AthletIc Board and the Association
ter of intent to attend WMU, acof Michigan Collegiate Faculties
cording to Bronco Coach Eldon
were elected by the Faculty Senate
Miller.
at their April 17 meeting.
Geology Students
The 5-11, 165-pounder was an
The new Executive Board memAll-State Class B selection by UnitTo Grand Canyon
bers are: Sharon A. Ratliffe, associed Press International
this past
Thirty adventurous WMU stu- ate professor of communication,
winter 'and earned second team
corresponding
secretary; Dan H.
honors on the Associated Press bal- dents will depart Friday morning
Thompson,
assistant
professor of
on
a
geology
field
studies
trip
loting. He averaged 18 points per
social
work,
treasurer;
and Paul T.
game and connected on 51 per cent which will take them to the floor
Mountjoy, professor of psychology,
of the Grand Canyon and adjacent
of his field goal tries.
recording secretary.
As a junior, Randle was the floor areas.
Most members of the Faculty SenThe journey includes covering
leader on Coach Ossie McCarty's
ate
Councils were elected to serve
90
miles
on
the
rugged
Colorado
state championship team. In the last
three-year terms ending in April,
two years, Muskegon Heights won River via motorized inflated rafts
1978.
over 3-% days, camping out on the
38 games against 14 losses.
The Budget and Finance Council
river bank at night. The group will
members are: Norman E. Carlson,
get the kinks, if any, out of their
of English;
'legs following the river trip by associate professor
George G. Lowry, associate profeshiking the 10 mile Bright Angell
Trail up the south wall of the can· . sor of chemistry; and Carol Payne
Smith, associate professor of teachRight wing Mark Beach and de- yon to the rim.
fenseman Joe McMahon, who playThis trail rises from 2,500 feet er education.
New members of the Campus
ed on strong secondary school above sea level at the river level
hockey teams in London, Ont., have to 7,000 feet at the rim while Planning Council, are: Louise Forsigned national letters of intent to crossing most of the same rock sleff, professor in the counseling
center; F. William McCarty, assisattend WMU.
formations seen during the raft
tant professor of general business;
Beach is a 6-0, 175-pounder who trip.
and Harold E. Way, assistant protallied 18 goals and 18 assists as
Dr. Lloyd Schmaltz, professor
his Montcalm secondary team post- and chairman of WMU's geology fessor in the library. Elected to a
ed a 14-1-1 regular season record.
department, says close up study of one-year term ending in April, 1976,
He ranked as one of the top three
the Grand Canyon is vitally impor- was Peter M. Kettner, assistant proscorers in the London District Con- tant because it is one of the few fessor of social work.
Serving on the Continuing Educaference and also fired in another
places on earth where a student
four goals in a like number of play- can examine thousands of feet of tion Council will be: Ted E. Kilty,
off games.
rock from the ancient inner gorge associate professor of teacher eduThe 5-11, 175-pound McMahon to the newer limestone at the rim. cation; and Ellen P. Robin, assistant
professor of sociology. R. Mark
captained a Oakridge Secondary
Schmaltz, who is making his third
School club that went to the All- such trip, says that more than two Spink, associate professor of incommunications,
will
Ontario finals, after a 14-2 season billion years of earth history is rep- structional
mark. Like Beach, McMahon car- resented in the canyon rock forma- serve a one-year term .ending in
April, 1976.
ries a B academic standing.
tions.

History Department
Cites 12 Students

Broncos Sign
All-State Guard

Two Ice Hockey
Standouts Sign

The styling shop and the craft
shop will be open from 8:30 a.m.4: 15 and 4:30 p.m. respectively
Monday-Friday and closed Saturday and Sunday.
The Gold Room will be open
from 11:30 a.m.-l:15 p.m. Monday
through Friday,. and closed Saturday and Sunday.
The games area will be open
from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and closed Saturday and
Sunday.
The bookstore will be open from
7:45 a.m.-4:45 p.m. Monday-Friday,
and closed Saturday and Sunday.
Special hours for the final day of
registration, May 3, will be from
9:30 a.m.-3 p.m., and on May 5, 6,
7 and 8 from 7:45 a.m.-6 p.m.

Publish Several
Western Articles

The current Marchi April issue of
the Community Education Journal
contains several articles by Western
Michigan University College of Education personnel.
George S. Wood, Jr., associate director of the Community School
Development Center at WMU, is coeditor of the issue and also the
author of "The Evaluation Process:
The Place To Start Is With The
Groundwork."
Dr. Daniel Stufflebeam, director
of Western's Evaluation Center,
authored the article, "Evaluation
As A Community Education Process." .
Professor Emeritus of Education
Maurice F. Seay contributed the
article, "We In Community Education Are Turning On Manv Lights."
A graduate student in educational
leadership and an intern in the
Community School Development
Center, Eric Smith, wrote the article, "Center Staff As Evaluation
Team."

Senate Elects Representatives
The Educational Policies Council
will be composed of: Margaret S.
Large, professor of physical educa·
tion for women; John R. Lindbeck,
professor of industrial education;
and Charles V. Spaniolo, associate
professor in the counseling center.
Elected to the Graduate Studies
Council were: Peter P. Malanchuk,
assistant professor in the library;
Robert J. Ricci, associate professor
of music; and Carol F. Sheffer, associate professor of educational
leadership.
New members of the Research
Policies Council are: J. Michael
Keenan, professor of management;
Robert Jack Smith, professor of anthropology; and Richard R. Williams, assistant professor of social
science.
Serving on the Student Services
Council will be: Robert F. Hopkins,
professor of counseling and personnel; and Beverlee White, assistant
professor in the counseling center.
Patricia Klein, assistant professor
of social science, was elected as a
member of the Athletic Board.
Elected to two-year terms ending
in April, 1977, to the Association of
Michigan Collegiate Faculties, was
Laurel A. Grotzinger, professor in
the School of Librarianship, as the
delegate; and Roger A. Bennett, associate professor of natural iCience,
as the alternate.
Also, in a special departmental
election in March, Dr. Don R. Lick,
professor of mathematics, was elected a Senator, representing
the
mathematics department; and Dr.
James H. Powell, professor of mathematics, was eleCted a Faculty Senate representative-at-large.

Westem News

Marketing Club Cites
Scholars
.

Twenty students were recognized
for academic excellence at the recent WMU Marketing Club honors
banquet.
Ms. Judith Radt of Kalamazoo, a
graduating senior, was recognized
as the Marketing Student of the
Year Award winner. She also will
be honored May 21 at the West
Michigan American Marketing Association chapter meeting in Grand
Rapids.
Laurie Moelker, a graduating
senior in retail from Grand Rapids
won the $500 District Turn*Style
Collegiate Scholarship Award. She
was nominated by the manager of
the Turn*Style store where she
works. The award is presented to
an employee by the Jewel-Turn*Style Co.
Three $500 scholarships, provided by the Dow Chemical Co. of Midland, were awarded to: Karen Dillon, a junior in general marketing
from Rochester; Sandra Gilde, a
junior in industrial marketing from
Midland; and Nancy TrOWbridge, a
junior retail major from Benton
Harbor. They were selected on the
basis of academic achievement,
community service and extracurricular activities with the University.
The following graduate students
also were' honored: Robert Crain,

Announce Office
Name Change
Western's Office of Foreign Student Affairs will be renamed the
Office of International Student Services, effective May 1, Thomas
Coyne, vice president for student
services, has announced.
According to Coyne, a merger of
the former Office of Foreign Study
Services with the Office of Foreign
Student Affairs necessitated a title
which would more accurately reflect the expansion of departmental
services and the broader range of
people to be served.
The Office of International Student Services is organized to provide assistance to both United
States citizens and foreign nationals. Students and faculty who wish
to work, study or travel abroad are
encouraged to visit this office for
information and for assistance with
securing international student identification cards and American youth
hostel passes.
.
The office will continue to provide a full range of admissions and
facilitative advisory services for students from other countries who
seek to enter and then enroll at the
University, according to Lon Gerould, director.
In conjunction with the office
name change, a change in title for
Tom Bassett from for~ign student
counselor to assistant director of
international student services will
be effective July l.
The International
Student Services Office is located on the third
floor (east) of the Student Services
Building.

Discontinue Faculty
Meal Subsidy Program
The faculty meal subsidy program, which permitted WMU faculty to eat in student dining halls at
a reduced rate, has been discontinued as of the end of the 1975
winter semester, according to the
office of the vice president for academic affairs.
A statement released Wednesday,
April 23, explained that "the costs
have risen to the point where the
program is no longer possible."

Farmington; Douglas Blazer, Grand
Rapids; Paul Roobol, Kalamazoo;
Randall Corio, Mt. Clemens; and
Frank Gibson, Plainwell. Undergraduate students recognized for
academic achievement include: Steven Arnold, Berrien Springs; Terry
A. Wallace, Dearborn; Patrick Berg,
Grand Haven; Marc Maynard, Judith Radt, Patrick Rau, Michael Steffes and Robert Volliilk, Kalamazoo;
Gordon Dill, St. Joseph; Gregory
Nelson, Vicksburg; and Kathleen
Kilroy, Mt. Prospect, Ill.
The WMU colegiate chapter of
the American Marketing Association was started in 1959. The West
Mi~higan chapter of AMA is the
parent and sponsoring chapter of
Western's Marketing Club.
The main purpose of the Marketing Club is to provide an opportunity for students to integrate classroom theories with current activities
of the business world. The club
meets monthly, bringing in guest
speakers who are currently involved
in marketing programs of their respective firms. A question/answer
session usually follows the speaker's presentation. Once each semester, the club sponsors a field trip to
firms in the West Michigan area to
provide an opportunity for students
to see marketing techniques put to
work in a corporate atmosphere.

Select Outstanding
Philosophy Student

H. Robert Von del' Osten of Kalamazoo has been selected as the
winner of the 1975 Robert Friedmann Award given annually to the
outstanding student in the WMU
philosophy department.
The award is named for the late
Robert Friedmann, who joined the
WMU faculty as an associate professor of history and philosophy in
1945. Under his direction, instruction in philosophy was first offered
at Western. Dr. Friedmann retired
in 1961 as an emeritus professor of
philosophy and history. He died in
1970.

On Program Committee
James Dean, assistant manager
of the food service, will attend the
17th annual, National Association
of College and University Food
Service Conference May 1-3 in St.
Louis, Mo. He is on the program
committee. Dean will be on the national membership committee for
1975-76.
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Show Design Present Five
Center Work Shilling Awards
A free public graphic design display by the Design Center, department of art, continues through Friday, April 25, and then reopens
again May 8-18, following the break
between the winter semester and
spring session here in Gallery II,
Sangren Hall.
Gallery II is open 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
daily and 10 a.m.-noon on Saturdays.
The show consists of displays of
eye catching posters, brochures,
newsletters, flyers, programs, buttons and clothing patches designed
by students and staff members of
the WMU Design Center.

Gifts, Grants
Total $205,328

A total of $205,328 in gifts and
grants was received by Western in
February, Robert B. Wetnight, vice
president
for finance, told the
Board of Trustees March 21.
The total includes $192,414 for
instruction; $1,800 for' student financial aid; and $11,114 in other
gifts.
Among the instructional grants
received is a $28,530 grant from
the National Science Foundation to
provide student science training for
high ability secondary school graduates, under the direction of Dr.
Neil D. Kent, professor of psychology. Western previously received
funds for this project from 1969-73.
Wetnight
also informed· the
Board of a $158,000 grant from the
Charles S. Mott Foundation to support the dissemination, implementation and training activities of the
Center for Community Education,
under the direction of Dr. Gerald
C. Martin,' professor of educational
leadership.
.
"This is the ninth renewal of this
grant from the Mott Foundation,
and the total funds received to date
is $963,679," Wetnight said.

Five recipients of D. C. Shilling
Awards in political science for 197475 recently were honored at the
seventh annual political science department awards ceremony held on
campus.
The awards are made to students
who have completed their junior
year of study and exhibit proficien- (
cy and promise in political science.
The awards honor the late D. C.
Shilling, a WMU faculty member
from 1921-52 who was head of the
department for seven years. He died
in 1956, four years after retirement. A campus residence hall in
Goldsworth Valley is named for
him.
The recipients, all seniors from
Michigan, are: Darrell Lindman,
Cheboygan; Nancy J. Diehl, Grosse
Pointe; Mark Clevey, Howell; Susan
Gerrits, St. Clair; and David Selmer,
St. Joseph.

To Landscape
Kanley Field
The WMU Board of Trustees
have awarded a $4,140 contract
for the landscaping of the Unisity's new Kanley Field running
track, just east of Read Fieldhouse, to Light's Landscape Nurseryman, Richland, Mich.
The landscaping will be completed by May 1. WMU will host the
Mid'U'\merican Conference outdoor
track
and field championships
there May 15-17.
The project calls for 79 Simon'~
columnar poplar trees--41 at the
east end and 38 at the west end of
the track, 8-10 feet high; nine 8-feet
Colorado blue spruce trees; 10 silver maple trees; three red horsechestnut; three thornless honeylocust; threesweetgum
trees; and
other ground cover, according to
Robert L. O'Boyle Associates, Inc.,
Kalamazoo landscape architects.

Western Has Its First Woman
Ranger in Army R.O.T.C. Program
Hunter, a sophomore from Holland
and the first woman member of the
Rangers at Western. She has participated in the club's activities since
last fall, including rappelling down
the face of buildings via ropes, skiing cross country, rifle marksmanship, patrolling exercises, and individual soldier tactics.
Alexandra says she joined the
club "because of its challenging and
exciting activities that offered the
per week, and members perform
opportunity to learn skills I can
with both the Kalamazoo Symphony
utilize and enjoy for years."
Orchestra and Western's University
A history major, she entered
Symphony Orchestra.
Both Honors String Quartets en- WMU last fall, transferring from
tered the Joseph Fischoff competi- Miami University (Ohio). One of
three women cadets at WMU, she
tion, and both were named finalists.
Members of the second quartet are: is also a member of the ROTC's rugviolinists Audrey Lipsey from Kal- ged Orienteering Team which enamazoo and Laura Bovee from De- gages in cross country treks with
troit, violist Diane Lorch from other teams and on an individual
Grand Rapids, and cellist Judy Reck basis.
"I love the ROTC program at
from Fruitport. Both quartets were
required to submit tapes for the Western," she said, "and all of its
preliminary competition, and since activities. I enjoy sports and have
both were accepted as finalists, each always been active, especially in the
group was required to perform two outdoors."
Alexandra, along with all other
complete works of contrasting styles
for final judging on Saturday after- Western ROTC cadets, will attend
the Army ROTC basic six week
noon.
As first place winner, the WMU camp this summer at Fort Knox,
quartet was featured in a concert in Kentucky. Later, after receiving her
South Bend on April 20. The quar- commission and serving a tour of
tet also accepted a cash award of active duty, "I may even make a
career of the army," she says.
$500.

When Western's ROTC Ranger
Club concludes its 1974-75 school
year activities with a canoe trip on
the Manistee River, April 26-27,
something new will be added to the
traditional event.
That something new is Alexandra

WMU Student Honors String Quartet
Wins National Chamber Music Award

One of the Honors String Quartets at WMU walked away with top
honors at the conclusion of the
Joseph Fischoff National Chamber
Music Competition held April 19-20
in South Bend, Ind.
Members of the winning quartet
are: Barbara Thomas, violinist from
Owensborough, Ken.; Harriet Heacock, violinist from Kalamazoo;
Steven Wedell, violist from Muskegon; and cellist James Reck from
Fruitport. The ensemble performed
quartets by Mozart and Hindemith.
They are coached by Dr. Joseph
Work, WMU associate professor of
music.
The Honors String Quartet program at Western is a professional
. training program for eight outstanding students (two quartets). The
program is made possible by grants
from the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra and WMU. Each Honors
String Quartet rehearses five hours
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Job
Openings'

W.M.U. Students To Tour N.Y.C.
Art Galleries, Museums, Studios
New York's Carnegie Hall will are to be offered by leading danbe a stopping-off point for 81 WMU cers and teachers in the company at
College of Fine Arts students when no cost to the WMU students.
they travel east on April 30 for
The Erick Hawkins Dance Comthree days of visiting art galleries, pany was in residency at WMU
museums, studios and attending
for three weeks in the spring, 1971,
classes, plays and concerts. •
and three recent WMU graduates
The students will be attending
of the dance department are curthe Western' Brass Quintet concert rently studying with Hawkins.
on Thursday, May 1, in Carnegie
Sixteen advanced graphic deRecital Hall, meeting afterward
sign students and the Design Cenwith WMU President John T. Bern- ter staff from Western's art dehard an~ many of the New York .partment will be visiting museums,
area alumni. On Friday and Sat- design studios and talking with
urday, May 2 and 3, they will be WMU graduates now working in
visiting some of the many arts New York. The students plan to
attractions in Manhattan before visit a Communication Graphics
boarding the bus early May 4 to 1974/75 exhibition in New York.
return to Kalamazoo.
The show, sponsored by the AmerSpecial arrangements have been ican Institute of Graphic Arts,
made for the 32 dance students to features a series of seven 1973/74
participate in master classes May WMU calendars designed by Jon
2 and 3 presented by Erick Haw- Henderson, former director of the
kins of the famed' Erick Hawkins WMU Design Center; a Michigan
Dance Company. Beginning and in- inter-arts conference brochure and
termediate technique classes also a catalog from a Minneapolis-based
signage firm, both designed by
Linda Powell, a member of the
Design Center staff. Western is one
of the few universities to be represented in the exhibition.
Only six seats are still available
Three students have been ap- on the buses for the round-trip to
pointed to the top positions with New York City, at a per person cost
of $26. WMU students interested
the Western Herald, the student
should contact the College of Fine
newspaper here since 1916.
They are: Terry D. Delehanty, Arts, 383-0793, or stop in person
a junior in political science and at 1044 Moore Hall.
Accompanying the students will
general business from Flushing,
be
Ramon Zupko, an associate
editor-in-chief; Janet L. Jewell, a
junior in conupunication arts and professor of music, whose "Masques for Brass Quintet and Piano"
sciences from Utica, advertising
manager; and Glenn A. Paiva, a will be featured in the Brass Quintet Concert; C. Curtis-Smith, an assenior in business administration
sistant professor of music, who will
from Niles, business manager.
Delehanty has been serving as join the quintet on the piano durmanaging editor of the Herald. ing Zupko's piece; and Yat-Lam
Jewell has been an account execu- Hong, a piano technician in the
tive and has coordinated several music department.
special supplements for the Herald.
Paiva has been reappointed to his
Cite 14 Foreign
post.
Their appointments were anLanguage Students
nounced by Dr. Fred McTaggart,
Fourteen students were cited
assistant professor of English, who
is chairman of the Herald's board Wednesday for academic achieveof directors. All three appoint- ment at the WMU department of
modern and classical languages' anments are for one year.
nual honors awards ceremony.
The speaker was Peter WendelWMU Co-Sponsors
ken, a public school teacher at Wunstorf, Germany, who is a visiting
National Conference
professor of German at WMU this
Three Western faculty will take year. His topic was "Foreign Lanpart in the first National Confer- guage Instruction at German Public
ence on Aging and Blindness, co- Schools."
sponsored by WMU's' blind rehabilAwards were made. for language
itation department April 24-26 in studies in French, Russian, German,
New Orleans, La.
Latin and Spanish. In addition,
They are: Ruth Kaarlela, associ- three WMU students who have been
ate professor of blind rehabilita- awarded one year. scholarships to
tion, who will lead one of the four study at a West Berlin teacher trainwork sessions; Donald Blasch, pro- ing school, the Padagogische Hochfessor and chairman, blind rehabili- schule, during the 1975-76 school
tation department; and Dr. George year, were honored, as was a stu~
G. Mallinson, dean Graduate Col- dent holding an honors assistantship in Spanish.
lege.
The conference was planned in
Students honored were Janet
response to the Congressional man- Lange, Laura Hoffer, Katharine
date to increase services to older Engel, Robert J. Reist, Robin J.
Americans who are mentally or Roller, Elizabeth B. Wolfston, Anne
physically handicapped .
.
L. Saddler, Toni Garvey, Norma J.
The conference theme is "Meet· Kruzel, Janis Janusiewicz, Tina C.
ing the Challenges of Elderly Per- Dipiero, Faith I. Andrus, Richard
sons with Sight Difficulties-Action
Winn and William G. Dugliss.
'76." It will be conducted by the
American Federation for the Blind;
Publish, Guest Panelist
the Administration on Aging, U.S.
Department of Health, Education
Dr. Stephanie Demetrakopoulos,
and Welfare (DREW); and the Of- assistant professor of English, refice for the Blind and Visually Han- cently was one of three participants
dicapped, DHEW.
in a panel discussion on "Creation
Emphasis during the conference and Destruction: The Poet as Suiwill center in the four work ses- cide-Sylvia Plath," at Kalamazoo
sions: (1) assessment of services; College. She also is the author of
(2) availability of services; (3) acces- "Angel Iconography and Milton's
sibility of services; and (4) adequacy Raphael," which was published in
of services.
the October issue of The Explicator.

Delehanty New
Herald Editor'

HEADS MICHIGAN Speech Association-Dr. Sharon A. RatlilJe, as·
sociate professor of communication
arts and sciences at WMU, is shown
presiding over the 50th anlversary
spring- conference of the Michigan
Speech Association (MSA) last Sat·
urday in the WMU Student Center.
.She was installed as president of
the MSA dUring the conference.
(WMU Newsphoto)

Kaufman Yugoslav
Program Speaker

Below is a listing of the position
openings currently being posted by
the University Personnel Department, for current University employees.
Regular fulJ-time and regular
part-time employees interested in
applying for these positions should
submit a Job Opportunity Program
application form to the Personnel
Department during the posting
period.
,
Consultant for Academic Research,
E-13 Computer Center-posted
4/18-4/24.
Bibliographer & Associate Editor,
(Part-time), E-10, Medieval Institute-posted
4/18-4/24.
Secretary I, H-04, Anthropologyposted 4/18-4/24.
Payroll Clerk I, H-04, Payrollposted 4/18-4/24 .
Secretary I, H-04, Physical Plantposted 4/18-4/24.
Academic Auditor II, H-06, Academic Records-POSITION TERMINATES 8/1/75-posted
4/214/25.
Clerk II, H-03, Academic RecordsPOSITION TERMINATES 8/1/75
-posted 4/21-4/25.

Dr. Robert W. Kaufman, professor of political science and director
of the Institute of Public Affairs at
Western, will present a series of
five lectures as part of a "Man and
Environment" program April 21Columnist Reports
May 16 in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.
The conference at the Inter-UniOn Maier Research
versIty Centre of Post-Graduate
Studies is being supported in part
by the Ford Foundation. The proWMU and Dr. Paul L. Maier, program director is Otto A. Weber, fessor of history, where cited by the
Institute for Medical Research, Associated Press late last month.
Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and
Maier's research was the subject
Arts, Zagreb.
of a lengthy wire-service story by
He will lecture on the following AP columnist George W. Cornell,
topics: "Some Intellectual Seedlings which was published in many of the
of the Environment Movement in nation's newspapers on Easter weekthe United States"; "Development end. Highlighted were Maier's findof Responses by Non-Governmental
ings on the "missing-body" phenoOrganizations to Environmental
menon published in his book "First
Concerns"; "Strategy and Tactics of Easter" (Harper & Row), and furthEnvironmental Protection in the er defined in articles over the last
U.S. Federal System";
two years.
"State and Local Environmental
Maier also wrote the lead article
Policies on Environmental Con- in the current issue of "Christianity
cerns: Regional Long-Range Plan- Today." Entitled "The Empty Tomb
ning and Local Government"; and as History," the piece reports how
"National Planning Process and the Easter phenomenon is dealt
Sub-State Regions in Michigan."
with in secular history texts today.

Grant Supports Bi-centennial
Vaudeville Show Wagon Here
Old-time vaudeville is about to'
make a comeback!
It will be revived for the nation's'
bi-centennial celebration in 1976,
thanks to a grant awarded by the
Michigan Council for the Arts to
Western for use by two of its facul·
ty. Lyda and Vern Stillwell, a
husband and wife team in the
communication arts and sciences
department, will prepare a performing company called the Vaudeville Show Wagon to tour Michigan
in the summer of 1976.
The group will present a variety
of acts similar to those of toe
vaudeville touring shows so popular when the United States was celebrating its centennial in 1876. Not
unlike the traveling companies of
the olden days, the Vaudeville Show
Wagon will book appearances in
villages and towns near Kalamazoo
starting in the first part of 1976.
A two-week extended tour through
Michigan'S Upper Peninsula is
scheduled for the last part of July,
1976, according to the Stillwells.

In preparation for the performing company, the show wagon is
currently being designed with a
stage which can be quickly set up.
It will be complete with stage light·
ing, a sound amplification system
and, of course, patriotic bunting in
keeping with vaudeville troupes of
.100 years ago. Other features planned for the traveling unit are old·
time backdrops and costumes typical of the period to give the flavor
of vaudeville in the bygone days.
WMU has extended an invitation
to officials of all villages and towns
throughout the state who are plan~
ning bi-centennial celebrations to
send for the brochure describing
the Vaudeville Show Wagon program. The publication, as well as
dates when the unit may be booked, will be available after Jan. 1.
A modest fee will be charged to
cover part of the expense of taking
the show wagon to various com~
munities.
Additional information may be
obtained by writing to: Vaudeville
Show Wagon, Shaw Theatre.
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Accounting Fraternity Establishes
M. R. Conlin Memorial Award

To Study Dewey
Decimal System

Co-Sponsor Juvenile
Court Program

Benner Wins $500
Heinz Scholarship

Western's chapter of Beta Alpha
Psi, national accounting fraternity,
has established the "Michael R.
Conlin Award" in honor of the 1974
Western graduate who died February 3 after a brief illness.
A graduate of Lake Michigan
Catholic High School in St. Joseph,
he attended Lake Michigan College
in Benton Harbor for two years. He
then transferred to WMU, earning
his bachelor's degree last December
in accountancy cum laude, better
than 3.5 on a 4.0 grade scale.
The new Michael R. Conlin
Award is presented to a person
deemed to be the outstanding contributing member of WMU's chapter of Beta Alpha Psi. His mother,
Mrs. Shirley Conlin of Benton Har-

Regional Paint
Workshop April 30

About 100 paint supervisors from
educational institutions,
hospitals
and correctional facilities in Southwestern Michigan are expected at a
Wednesday, April 30, paint supervisors workshop here at Western.
Registration
deadline for the
workshop, which begins at 9 a.m.
in the University Student Center,.
was April 20. The registration fee is
$12 a person, which includes cost of
the program, materials, coffee, rolls
and a 12:15 p.m. luncheon. A 3:30
p.m. session closes the event.
The workshop is designed to give
background information on areas
that are essential to understanding
the use of paints as well as future
trends in institutional painting. It
is sponsored by the WMU paint department in cooperation with Western's Division of Continuing Education and Degraco Coatings, Detroit Graphite Co.
Presentations include discussions
of paint coating by various types;
factors that influence coating selection; coating masonry surfaces; HI
PAC coatings and the true cost of
paints; and new trends in the coating industry. The workshop ends
with a question and answer period.
Resource people are: Robert W.
Ethridge, administrative
assistant
to the president,
WMU; D. B.
Leonardelli, director, In-Service Education, Division of Continuin.~
Education, WMU; Robert H. Williams, director,
WMU Physical
Plant, Tony Van Den Berg, supervisor of decorating and glazing,
Physical Plant, WMU; Robert Spies,
market manager, and Doug Winfield, maintenance and coating engineer, Detroit Graphite Co. Winfield
also is district manager for the state
of Michigan, Valspar Corp.
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Nine students recently were honored at the annual undergraduate
awards colloquium of the WMU mathematics department.
Among the awards presented
were three which honor deceased
faculty members of the department. Those are the John P. and
Nora Everett Award, the Grover
C. Bartoo Memorial Scholarship and
the Charles H. Butler Award.
Dr. Everett was the first head of
WMp's mathematics department,
servIng on the faculty from 1914-45.
Ev~r~tt ~ower, a faculty office
bUIldIng, IS named for him. This
award goes to seniors showing outstanding promise as teachers of secondary school math.
.
Dr. Bartoo was on Western's mathematics
faculty 1922-46. This
award goes to the junior math major w~o has exhibit~ the highest
profiCIency and promIse in mathematics.
Dr. Butler was on the mathematics faculty 28 years, serving as department head 1951-60. This award
goes to graduate teaching assistants in recognition of excellence in
this endeavor.
Students honored were:
Joseph F. Langdon, Clio; Ann L.
Hackenberg, Three Rivers; Marcia
F. Bakker, West Olive; Karen E.
Skarbek, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; and
Salba Laal, Wing Cheollf~ Chau
Harold G. Varnis, James M. Bene~
dict and Sister Mary C. Brechting
all of Kalamazoo.
'

8 Facult y Presen t
Metrics Progl·am

Eight WMU industrial education
department faculty members are
taking part in the 4th International
Conference of the American Industrial Arts Association this week in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
At the session dealing with Metrics in Industrial Education, Dr.
Ch~rles Risher, acting department
chaIrman, and Dr. John R. LindArticle Reports
beck, professor and director of the
Center for Metric Education and
On Local Research
Studies, opened the program with
The March-April issue of the a discussion of metric practices.
"Journal of Agricultural and Food
Other WMU faculty, who will disChemistry" contains an article des- cuss metrics in drafting, general
cribing the findings of a joint re- metals and machine shop, are Dr.
search effort by two WMU faculty . Michael B. Atkins, assistant proand a graduate student into extractfessor; Wallace Fillingham and Rex
ing substances by the use of organ- E. Hall, associate professors.
ic solvents.
The final portion of the afternoon
Dr. Thomas Houser, associate
program will be given by Gilbert
professor of chemistry; Dr. Philip
R. Hutchings, professor; Dr. Dennis
Hsieh, professor of mathematics;
E. Darling, assistant professor; and
and Tesfaye Biftu, a graduate stu- Arvon D. Byle, associate professor,
dent in chemistry from Ethiopia,
on metrics in woodworking, power
and an employee of the Kalamazoo
and energy, and graphic arts, reSpice Extraction Co., used derived
spectively.
quantitative
descriptions
of the'
In 1972, WMU inau,gurated the
rates of extraction of paprika and first Center for Metric Education in
turmeric by organic solvents to the nation, subSeQuently renamed
show it was possible to optimize
the Center for Metric Education
conditions to increase the efficiency and Studies, with an enlarged
of the process.
scope.

Roderick L. Benner of Temperance, Mich., has been awarded a
$500 scholarship grant by the H. J.
Heinz Co. Foundation for 1974-75
study in WMU's food distribution
program. He was chosen on the
basis of his academic record and
career interest. A 21-year-Old senior, he is employed as a management trainee by the, Kroger Co. in
Livonia, Mich., as part of his workstudy program.
According to Richard Patton,
Heinz vice president of grocery
marketing and sales, the scholarship program was begun in 1954
and is currently presented to students at five schools: Michigan State
University, the Academy of Food
Marketing at Saint Joseph's College, Cornell University, the University of Southern California, and
WMU. The program was initiated
by Heinz to develop young people
for food industry careers, and to
prepare for management responsibilities in all segments of the industry.
Western's food distribution program is conducted in cooperaton
with food industry trade associations.

Participate in Program
Three WMU faculty and staff
members recently took part in an
educator /advertising
agency seminar at the D'Arcy, MacManus &
Masius Advertising agency offices
in Bloomfield Hills.
They are: Dr. Robert B. Trader,
head of the marketing' department;
Zane Cannon, assistant professor of
marketing; and Dwight Shier, assistant director of the Placement
Center.

Seven

Math Department
Recognizes Nine

bor, received the first award postThe extent to which the Dewey
humously for her son, at a campus
Decimal Classification system is
ceremony.
used by u.s. and Canadian libraries
A plaque which will bear the will be studied during the next year
names of all subsequent recipients
by Dr. John P. Coinaromi, WMU
of the annual Michael R. Conlin associate professor of librarianship.
Award has been placed in the WMU
He has been appointed principal
accountancy department's' office.
investigator for the project by the
Conlin last fall served as editor
Forest Press, Albany, N.Y. Comaof a newsletter published by the romi will distribute questionnaires
WMU chapter of Beta Alpha Psi, on . and conduct interviews with library
various chapter committees and was personnel, along with other memvery active in chapter activities, in- bers of the research project.
cluding community fund raising efTheir aim is to find out how wideforts and a tax service program for ly the Dewey system is used and
low income families in Kalamazoo.
how it is adapted in some libraries.
He was employed in the Grand A final report will be submitted at
Rapids office of Ernst and Ernst,
a conference in the fall of 1975 at
national accounting firm, at the the University of Illinois.
time of his death.

A Basic Juvenile Court Training
Program, sponsored by the Michigan Supreme Court's Office of
Court Administrator in cooperation
with WMU'sdepartment
of counseling and personnel and Division
of Continuing Education, will be
held April 28-May 2.
The program, "Basic Treatment
and Counseling Techniques
for
Caseworkers," will be held at the
Nazareth College Conference Center, Kalamazoo.
The program will be devoted to'
individual client aids and include
sessions on caseworker services to
the family and counseling techniques for the minority group client.
A grant from the Juvenile Seryices Training Council is supportIng the program. One hour of academic credit may be earned by participants. Registration begins at 9
a.m., April 28, The cost is $5 for
undergraduate or $12 for graduate
credit.
Among WMU' participants are:
Dr. ~obert Betz, professor of
counselIng and personnel; Dr. William Martinson,
professor
and
head of the counseling and personnel department;
and Dr. Wyatt
!<irk, assistant professor, CounselIng Center.

•

Wins Alexander Grant
Accounting Scholarship
Randall A. Ritsema, a Grand Rapids junior, has been awarded the
Alexander Grant and Co. Scholarship for "superior academic per.
formance in accountancy."
The Alexander Grant Scholarship
is the oldest one in the WMU accountancy department and is con.
sidered the most distinguished
awarded by that department.
Alexander Grant, a national firm
of certified public accountants has
west Michigan offices in Kalam~zoo
Grand Rapids and Muskegon.
'
(

Presents Anthropology Paper
Ms. Sonia Sturdevant, a graduate
student in the department of anthropology, recently presented a
paper on "The Social Organization
of an Archeological
Excavation
Crew" at the recent Central States
American Anthropological Association meetings in Detroit. Her participation was made possible by a
Graduate College Research Fund
award.

Seven Western Faculty To Participate
In Regional Speech, Hearing Conference
Seven members of Western's
and will be coordinator/moderator
speech pathology and audiology de- of a session on "Total Communicapartment faculty will play vital tion in Public School Programs for
roles in the first North Central Re- the Hearing Impaired."
gion Conference of the American
Mary Ida Hunt, assistant profesSpeech and Hearing Association
sor,
will coordinate a session on'
May 7-10, in Minneapolis.
Dr. Robert Erickson, professor, . "Communication Aids for Non-Vois program chairman for the nine- cal Severely Physically Disabled."
Dr. Michael Clark, assistant prostate conference and officially opens
fessor, will moderate a session on
the conference.
"Socialinguistic Development: MoDr. Frank Robinson, professor
and department head, will serve as ther-Child Interaction."
Ms. Leslie VonBergen, instructor,
coordinator for a session on "Treatwill moderate a session on "Articument of Children Who Stutter."
Dr. Charles Van Riper, distin- tory Diagnosis Through Distinctive
guished university professor, will Feature Analysis."
address the full conference on
The conference theme is "Project
"State of the Art."
Update" and is intended to serve
Dr. Harold Bate, professor, is a the continuing educational needs
member of the program committee
of all professional personnel.

('
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Two Twinbills
For Western

Western's baseball squad resumes
Mid-American Conference play with
a Saturday doubleheader at Northern Illinois and then comes back to
South Bend for another twinbill
with Notre Dame the next day.
The Broncos dropped a pair of
last inning decisions here with Ohio
University, 7-6 and 5-3, last Saturday. This marked the opening of
the MAC schedule and left WMU
with a 4-7 overall mark. Ohio's winning runs in both games were of
the unearned variety.
Coach Bill Chambers is contemplating one lineup change this week,
that is moving infielder Jim Millward to left field. The Portage
sophomore had three hits in six
trips to the plate on Saturday.

McCully Top
Scholar Athlete

Senior Kevin McCully, one of the
top swimmers in the Mid-American
Conference, has been selected as
Western's
"Outstanding
ScholarAthlete" for 1975.
McCully and the nine other MAC
institution recipients of this award
will be honored at the Mid-American spring games, May 15-17 here
atWMU.
Academically, the Kalamazoo na~
tive carries a 3.62 average (4.0
scale) as a biology major and holds
a prestigious Waldo-Sangren Scholarship from the University. At the
recent MAC championships, McCully picked up third places in the 200yard breaststroke and the 400 individual medley and was fourth in
the 200 I.M.

Enter Ball State,
Drake Relays

The prestigious Drake Relays in
Des Moines, Iowa, on Friday and
Saturday will highligh.t this week's
activity for Western's varsity men's
track and field team. Coach Jack
Shaw also will send a contingent to
the Ball State Relays on Saturday.
At the Drake Relays, Western
Michigan will be recognized as the
1975 "University Division Honor
Team." This award is presented annually to a team that has a record
of long-time participation in this
meet.
.

Bronco Golfers
In MAC Meet

.,

Western Michigan's varsity men's
golf team will be in Angola, Ind., on
Saturday for a dual encounter with
defending NAIA champion Tri-State
College and then continue on to
Oxford, 0., for the Mid-American
Conference Invitational two days
later.
Coach Merle Schlosser's club
hosted Tri-State last weekend, however, the match was concluded after
just nine holes because of weather
conditions. Western was leading by
18 strokes at the time.
All ten MAC schools are expected
to compete in Monday's Invitational
along with many of the Big Ten
representatives
and
Tennessee,
Kentucky and Notre Dame.
WMU basketball player Tom Cutter ranked tenth among national
field goal percentage leaders with
a mark of .598 in 1974-75 play.
WMU's track team is undefeated

in 50 dual meets dating back to
1965.

•
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Campus CalendarApril 21-25-Graphic design display, Gallery II, Sangren Hall.
April 24-Math COlloquium, Mehdi Behzad of Arya-Mehr University,
Teheran, Iran, on "Graphs and Their Spectra," Math Commons
Room, Everett Tower, 3:30 p.m.
*April 26-Feeling the Spirit concert, sponsored by the Young Gospel
Singers, Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
April 26--Inauguration
of President John T. Bernhard and Winter
Semester Commencement, Read Fieldhouse, 2 p.m.
April 28-Temporary
closing of Vande Giessen Road and Western
Avenue for expansion until September 1.
April 28-New work hours in effect, 7:45 a.m.-4:45 p.m.
April 29--Baseball doubleheader, WMU vs.Cincinnati, Hyames Field,
1 p.m.
April 30--Tennis, WMU vs. Eastern Michigan, 1 p.m.
May 3-Bronco Invitatioanl Track Meet, 1 p.m.
* Admission fee charged.

To Close Parts of Two Campus
Streets from April 28-Sept. 1
The campus community is reminded that parts of two WMU campus streets will be closed from April
28-Sept. 1 during the construction
of the Western Avenue expansion.
The major changes involve the
closing of VandeGiessen Road from
Howard Street north to a point
south of East and West Shaw Lanes;
and the closing of Western Avenue
from in front of Building D in the
Elmwood Apartment Complex to
VandeGiessen Road.
During the construction, Arcadia
Road will be opened to two-way
traffic and parking will be prohibited on both sides of that campus
street to facilitate the traffic flow.

Broncos Sign
Illinois Guard

Basketball Guard Kevin Westervelt. of Peoria, Ill., has signed and
returned a national letter of intent
to' enroll at WMU, according to
Bronco Coach Eldon Miller.
The 6-2, 155-pounder averaged
12 points and a school record five
assists per game this past winter as
his Richwoods High team finished
third at the Illinois State Tournament.
Westervelt finished with a 51 per
cent field goal average and was su
cessful on 70 per cent of his fre
throw opportunities. He earned All
Mid-State Nine Conference honors.
Over the past two years, Coach
Wayne Hammerton's quintet won
57 games against just five defeats.
Westervelt captained the 1974-75
team.
"With Kevin and Herman Randle, we feel we have two excellent
guards with ball handling abilities,"
remarked Miller. "Both are also
fine team players." Randle is an AllState Class B selection from Muskegon Heights.

Net Team Faces
Three on Road

Three meets against Mid-American Conference opposition are on
tap for WMU's varsity men's tennis
team this Friday and Saturday at
Bowling Green, O.
On the first day, Coach Jack
Vredevelt's team takes on defending
titlist Miami University, which returns four of its top players from
a year ago. The next day, Central
Michigan and the host Falcons will
provide the opposition.
Last weekend, WMU upped its
season mark to 8-5 following home
victories over Kent State, 9-0; Tole'do, 8-1, and Henry Ford Community
College, 5-4.

Also, traffic exiting the Read Fieldhouse parking lot onto Oliver Street
will be permitted to turn left (east)
onto Stadium Drive; however, no
Stadium Drive traffic will be permitted to turn left onto Oliver
Street.
Access to Miller Auditorium
parking lots will be from Howard
Street, just east of the pedestrian
overpass, throughout the construction period. The Knollwood Avenue
to Auditorium Drive route also will
remain open during this period.
Every effort will be made to provide access to Parking Lot No. 23
on the south side of Western Avenue, across from the Elmwood
Apartments. Access to Parking Lots
No. 22 and 24 for Elmwood Apartment residents will be provided by
Arcadia Road to VandeGiessen
Road to either Moore Drive or East
Shaw Lane.
Access to the Wood Hall and
Maybee Music Building parking lots
will be provided by Arcadia Road
or by Auditorium Drive to West
Shaw Lane to VandeGiessen Road.

Uzelac Assesses
Spring Practice

"Our team demonstrated
great
improvement from the beginning of
practice period and I feel that we
are solid in a lot of respects," summarized WMU 'Coach Elliot Uzelac
as the Bronco footballers concluded
20 spring practice sessions.
The first-year mentor was pleased
by three accomplishments,
those
being offensive and defensive techniques, a solid running attack by
the offense and the defense demonstrating that it could withstand the
run.
Areas that still need work in the'
fall are the kicking game, especially punting, and the passing attack,
which was hampered by cold and
windy weather
conditions
this
spring.

Golf League
Entries Due

Faculty Golf League entries are
due at the Intramural Office, 101
Gary Center, at noon Friday April
25.
Play will be conducted' on a
two-man team basis at Ridgeview
Golf Course, 10360 W. Main.
The times are available between
2:00 and 4:15 Wednesday afternoons. Play will begin Wednesday,
May 7. A $3.00 entry fee must accompany each entry.
Starting times for· May 7 will be
sent to each player prior to that
date.

Three Outstanding
Track Stars Sign

Junior college track and field performers Dave Richardson and Alonzo Webb, along with Justin Wilson
of Muskegon Christian, have signed
national letters of intent to attend
WMU next September.
Richardson, a native of Concord,
attended Jackson Community College and turned in a :54.0 clocking
in the intern,ediate hurdles to finish fourth at the 1974 National
Junior College championships.
Webb is an all-around jumper
from Allegheny Community College
in Pittsburgh. He owns top performances of 6-6 for the high jump,
46-0 in the triple jump and 24 for
the long jump.
Wilson won the 1974 Michigan
Class C individual cross country
championship in leading his Muskegon Christian squad to the team
title. This marked the third straight
year he received All-State selection
as a harrier.

Conduct Women
Managers Seminar

The University's personnel department has recently conducted
the first series of orientation sem·
inars on "Management Skills for
Western Michigan University Women."
The purpose of the seminar was
to discuss basic management and
supervisory issues as well as to
study particular problems of women
professionals. The seminar was attended by 15 women in P & A
grades 7 and above.
Another series will be held on
May 14-16 and, due to the response
from women staff members, a third
seminar is being planned for the
month of June. More detailed information on the management skills
workshop may be received from
Deborah Berg in the personnel department.

International Art,
Music Workshop Set

An "International Art and Music
Workshop" at the University of Exeter in England, August 3-16, will
be presented by WMU and the
American String Teachers Association.
It will consist of a Drawing and
Painting Studio with supplementary
Comparative Arts Lectures which
relate music and the visual arts.
WMU presented a similar highly
successful workshop in England last
summer.
The workshop will feature daily
morning and afternoon sessions in
studio drawing and painting as well
as comparative arts lectures. A
unique aspect of the workshop is
the opportunity afforded participating visual and musical artists to Elxchange ideas.
A $50 deposit, applicable toward
the tuition, is non-refundable after
May 15. Tuition includes room,
meals, workshop classes and concerts and ranges from $375 for non
credit to $435 for three hours of
graduate credit, or undergraduate
credit $420, through the WMU Division of Continuing Educatio~.

Presents Immigration
Paper in Seattle
Dr. Charles Keely, WMU associate professor of sociology, recent·
ly presented a paper in Seattle,
Wash., at the annual meeting of the
Population Association of America.
His topic was "The Accuracy of
U.S. Data on Immigrants and Resident Aliens."

